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The black thread and other repairs? 
© Pam Moon 23rd September 2014

The black thread is seen at various places on the sample photographs.  It looks different depending on magnification.  To quote Donna Campbell:  ‘Since it doesn’t 
seem to be woven into the fabric, its function could have been for stitching.  This may lead again to signs of repairs within the shroud fabric. Whatever its use, the 
black thread appears in the images to be an integral part of the sample’ (page 12).    ‘No such thread is obvious in the control samples.’ (page 16). 
The following research is based on Donna Campbell’s discovery of the black thread and a search for further stitching. It reveals there are two black threads of different 
diameter.  The thread shown below right is much thicker than the others.  There is also what looks like a flax coloured thread which runs through the sample.  These 
different threads will be examined in this draft paper.



Comparison sizes for the first black thread.

It is very likely  that the black thread below left (p2575_3) is the same thickness as the black thread seen below right (p2575_2).  The image in p2575_2 is probably the 
same area of the sample reversed and flipped.  It is difficult to see where else on the sample it could be located.  Obviously the black thread is much clearer in higher 
magnification.  It is more substantial than the detached Shroud fibres shown in the high magnification of p2575_2.  As a stitch it  is extremely fine.  Donna Campbell 
suggests a byssus thread.
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Black thread

The relative sizes of the black threads.
The large black thread below can be seen without enlargement of the sample image.  However, the small black ones are not visible.  They cannot  be the same 
diameter.  In this magnification there is also an unusual thread visible to the left of the sample which is marked with the red box left.  It  runs parallel to the yarn 
but is much shorter and thinner.

Small black thread

The location above 
right for the small 
black thread below. 

 It is not clear where p2575_9 is located.  p2575_3



What is this? 
A knot?

Does this thread cross 
diagonally  over two yarns 
and then go under two?  It 
looks like that.

Multiple stitches?

Enlarging p2575_8 to show the large black thread raises the question: what are the other threads marked?  All the threads shown here are larger than the small black 
thread of p2575_2.  The threads are too thick and long to be Shroud fibres in comparison with the displaced fibres visible in this area.  They are too thin to be a whole 
yarn.  There also appears to be a purposefulness in the apparent curving of thread A to go underneath the Shroud yarn (right).  Are these further evidence of the type of 
threads which are the ‘possible stitches along the bias direction of the fabric’ in Donna Campbell’s report?
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The wider context of the Shroud.

It is not  unknown for Shroud repairers to use black thread, ugly  and unlikely  as that may  seem.  They used different sized and coloured threads including heavy  duty 
black thread.  Even the most  important areas are contaminated in this way for example there is poorly  executed black stitching next to major chest bloodstain.  These 
stitches contrast with the tiny stitches in other parts of the repair.  The black stitching on the chest wound was probably part of a second repair.  The triangular patch 
covers material and stitching from the older repair in AD 1532.  

Was the Oxford sample also repaired on two or more separate occasions with threads that were of different colour and thickness?

Older patch which has been 
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Large black 

A closer look at the flax coloured thread in a higher magnification?

In comparison with the size of the black thread in p2575_3 the flax coloured thread in the red box is suspicious.  Similarly the threads on the top left of 
p2575_3  appear more substantial than the black thread.

In the larger context of p2575_8,  in a magnification where the small black thread is barely visible (right), there is a thick thread which crosses at least four 
yarns.  What is that?  It is too thin to be a yarn and far to substantial to be a detached fibre.
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Black thread



There is also a single large white thread which is clearly visible (see arrow).  How can this be a 
Shroud fibre given that it is much larger in diameter than the small black thread?   Equally how can 
the thread in the red box be a Shroud fibre?
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In the inset below the large black thread has been manipulated so that the surrounding yarns are a similar size to the surrounding yarns of the large 
white thread.  It is not possible to get an exact match partly  because of the different spaces in the warp interlacement on one side of the sample to the 
other.  The manipulation enables a closer comparison between the diameter of the large black thread and the large white thread.  They  are more of a 
match in relative size than the two different diameter black threads identified in the Oxford photographs.
Is this more evidence of mending of the sample with more than one colour and size of thread? 

Small black thread



Conclusion.

The excellent report by Donna Campbell identified the irregularities in the Oxford sample, including the evidence of mending and reweave.  The extent 
of mending has been explored a little further in this paper. There appear to be three different  threads which are incorporated into the Oxford sample: 
two black and one flax coloured thread.  The reweave hypothesis of Joe Marino and Sue Benford appears to be illustrated in the Oxford sample; 
although the complementary idea that a completely new patch of linen was spliced in does not appear to be evident. 

The Oxford sample looks at first sight to be in good condition.  It was only with very careful examination by Donna Campbell and Thomas Ferguson 
Irish Linen that the flaws in the sample have come to light.  The repairers did a good job hiding their work.  Obviously in 1988 the black threads 
(where they were identified given the size) would have been removed prior to radiocarbon testing.  The flax coloured thread is much more carefully 
disguised and possibly remained to be tested alongside the Shroud material.

The larger question behind these discoveries is the question why?  Why was the Shroud stitched, rewoven and repaired?  And when were the repairs 
done?  To that question many others follow: why is the Oxford sample stained?; why is there ‘extreme contrast in the tension and distortion in the 
weave’ (Donna Campbell) in the stained area?  Why are the ‘spaces between each warp and weft interlacement ... noticeably different’ (Donna 
Campbell) on different sides of the sample?  Did the repair cause the crease that is known to be in the Oxford sample and the immediate surrounding 
area?  Why is there a bioplastic coating which was discovered by Dr. Leoncio A. Garza-Valdes or encrustations on individual fibres discovered by 
Professor Giulio Fanti and his team?  Why is terpene present; discovered by Robert Villarael in 2008?  Why are cotton fibres twisted to the linen fibres 
identified by Ray Rogers?  Why are two corners of the Shroud missing?  Why are the feet of the Man on the Shroud no longer as visible as they were 
in 1516?   

Douse water damage with the growth of bacteria and mould is a potential hypothesis for these discoveries.  With this hypothesis comes the probability 
that small fibres (both cotton and linen) were stuck to the sample before it was stitched and rewoven.  With this is also an explanation for the bioplastic 
coating “skewing” the date as Professor Harry  Gove commented in the film In Pursuit of the Shroud.  The discoveries of Donna Campbell and Thomas 
Ferguson Irish Linen combined with all these questions cast doubt on the reliability of the radiocarbon date of the Shroud of Turin.  The sample 
presented to Oxford University in 1988 was, most probably, impossible to date.

With thanks to Professor Christopher Ramsey, Donna Campbell, Thomas Ferguson Irish Linen,  David Rolfe and Barrie Schwortz.


